Q1 - Ivy Mining Bee. This sculpture of the mining bee shows it emerging from its nest. But when is a bee not a bee?
(hint: check out the sign near the mining bee for your answer!)

Answer

Q2 - Ruby-tailed Wasp. Ruby-tailed wasps love to nest in dead wood. What can you do at home to encourage visits from these brightly coloured minibeasts?
(hint: check out the sign near the wasp!)

Answer

Q3 – Ruby-tailed Wasp. What bird might you find feeding on grubs in dead wood?

Answer

Q4 - Silver-washed Fritillary. What is the actual colour of this not-so-silvery butterfly?

Answer

Q5 - Green Tiger Beetle. Insects, such as this green tiger beetle, love basking on sunny slopes. But slopes facing which direction are most attractive to insects: North, South, East or West?
(hint: it’s the direction which gets the most sun all day!).

Answer
Answers

Q1 – When it’s a Bee Orchid
Q2 – Make a pile of wood in an area of your garden
Q3 – Woodpecker (great spotted)
Q4 – Orange
Q5 – South